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Career guidance class on financial management
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A career guidance class on financial management and entrepreneurship taken by Mr Swathiq
Rahim, the entrepreneur and owner of India’s first bidding app, savebox was organised by the
students of class 12 D and C. The class took place on 30th of august 2022 in the golden jubilee
hall of our school, Palghat Lions School. Volunteers prepared the seating arrangements and
settings and several of them were placed at different points of the hall to ensure discipline. The
audience included commerce and humanities students of classes 12th and 11th as well as their
respective teachers Ajmy Mam, Sreeja Mam and section in charges Sandhya Mam and Shini
Mam and chief coordinator Bindu Mam. Our principal mam, Mrs Shobha Ajith had also taken the
time to attend the class and share her thoughts on the matter. The program commenced with a
welcome speech by Malavika.M followed by a prayer to invoke the blessings of the almighty,
sung by Fathima Fida, Shreya Shankar and Punya. An introduction about our chief guest,
achievements and details about him, was prepared and delivered by Fathima Fida.

Then, Mr Swathiq Rahim began with his class. It was more like a discussion of his experiences
in the business sector. He provided the students with adequate knowledge and advice about
startups, the confidence to kickstart a start up as well as ideas regarding financial management.
I’m sure everyone found his session helpful in many ways but mostly in the guidance regarding
business. A separate session was allotted for questions where multiple students came forward
with their doubts regarding the topic. Mr Swathiq Rahim and his team had also provided us with
their email Id to contact them if we had any questions.

Our principal mam, Mrs Shobha Ajith, was called up on the dias to share her ideas on the topic.

The two hour session had finally come to an end. Abhinand.A delivered the vote of thanks
closely followed by the National anthem sung by Malavika.M.

Compering was done by Priyadas and overall event was coordinated by Bharadwaj. P.Menon.
Our sewa incharge, Mrs Ajmy Siddiq led us forward with her guidance and support. I’d like to
express my gratitude towards everybody who helped make this project a memorable and
informational one.

Thank you.


